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abstract: Most expert systems may be described as consultative advisors that engage in interactive 
dialog with users in order to provide useful advice in some knowledge-intensive domain. Over the past 
few years, however, we have witnessed the development of a number of expert systems that operate as 
components of more encompassing physical environments. Examples include the intelligent control of 
complex physical systems such as chemical process plants, large computer installations, and nuclear 
power plants. We may collectively refer to such systems as active expert systems (AES's). This paper 
discusseS some general design issues for building AES's that we have identified in our previous and 
current work. 
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l.lntroduction 
Most expert systems may be described as consultative advisors that engage ¡n ¡nteract¡ve dialog with 

users in ordeito provide'useful advice in some knowledge-intensive domain. over the past few years, 
ashowever, we have witnessed the development of a number of expert syslems that operate . 

components ot nrore äñóróãsünl pñvi¡ðå environments. Examples include.lhe intelligent control of 
'cnêm¡cal

¿ñptei physical systems iucn aé ptgnls,.large computer installations and nuclear power 

ólálìi.. rñijpãpàr ó¡scusses some or rhe geneiat!910-ljssues that arise in building such acrive expert 

îViters feeb,sl based on our previous work on JESQ {61, an expert syslem for managing queu-e space 

in a large'computer system, and our current work on arcñ¡tèctureslor intelligent safety systemslTl. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 classifies expert systems in terms.gf ho,w they ¡nteract with 

ano ñ,¡tn ñã ðñuiioñmènt, providing a basis for-defining, in section 3, the class of active expert
tn"¡rîrËers 
àvJterr. Section 4 àescribes some'of the ãesign issues undeilying the construction of AES's which 

ãís1ìñgrirn them from consultative expert systerñs, and outlines associated implementation strategies. 

Section 5 concludes the PaPer. 

2. Classifying Expert Systems by lnteractions 

Expert systems vary in how they interact with the world. One way to classify them.is with respect to how 

thäy g-niái¡nformátion and wtíat they do with their conclusions. Figure I classifies.expert systems as 

ä:,tneí ãlatog driven 'f inev get tnÀ¡r ¡npi¡t from a human o_r sensor driven if they get their input directly f.r9m 

sensors. Note that we návã in mind a rather abstract notion of a sensor as a logical device which provides 

intoimation. This could bJrealized as a physical sensor or as a communication from another computer 

following some protocol. Similarly, Figure 2 shows that we can classify systems as.either advisors if they 

offer their output to a human auð¡encã ot as controtters ¡l they direct their output directly to the physical 

world in the form of control signals to other devices. 

These two dimensions, input source and output destination, define a space of four basic types of 

sysárr, as shown ¡n Ë¡guie 3: consultants (dialog driven advisors), monilors (sensor driven advisors), 

íä"ift(ãialog oriven cóñtiolters) and agentè (senlor driven controllers). ln practice, of course, a given 

system may encompass elements of more than one type' 

The majority of expert system applications to date would best be categoriz-ed as consultants. consultants 

tvpicallv opórate *nn iátat¡ò oËdcription oJ the world which is discardéd after the session has ended, and 

fiesení aåv¡ce or conclrJôás tnroúgn a friendly in!qqage_.- This description fits. "classic" expert systems 

ãucn as MyctN [11], ÈRospEcroR't2¡, ano CÁSNET t13]as welt as the maiority of recent systems (see 
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llzltor a review). 

During the eighties, a number of expert systems that fit into the sensor driven category were developed. 
These systems can be seen as components of more encompassing physical environments. Such 
systems typically receive information from the environment ¡n real tíme and are designed to operate 
continuously. The original VM system [4] and the REACTOR system [9] are two examples. Most of these 
systems can be viewed as monitors rather than controllers which exercise any real time control over the 
aspects of the world being monitored. 

There has afso been recent interest in agents, expert systems that gather information direc¡y from 
sensors in the physicalworld and exercise some controlfunctions over it [8, 10, 1]. The combination of 
direct sensing with control closes the loop ùith the environment and introduces many new issues. For a 
variety of reasons (e.9., the experimental nature of expert systems), many expert system agents are 
designed so that some or all of the control functions are exercised via explicit instructions to a human. lf 
such a system is designed to monitor for the results of the actions carried out by the human 
intermediaries who execute the system's recommendations with little or no modification, then it has all of 
the important characteristics of an agent system (even though a narrower interpretation of our 
classification system would describe it as a mon¡tor system). 

3. Active Expert Systems 

An active expert system (AES) is an expert system that receives input from sensors in the environment 
and exerts some control functions over that environment. Control may be accomplished via direct 
connections to the environment or through a human intermediary who executes the expert system's 
advice without modification. Figure 4 depicts AES's in terms of our classification scheme. 

The construction of an AES encompasses requirements not normally addressed in more typical 
consultative systems. While several experimental systems of both types have been constructed, there 
has been little work done to characterize their fundamental ditferences. ln the following sect¡on, we 
identify the design issues that distinguish AES's from consultative systems, and outline strategies for 
accommodating some of these differences. 

Throughout the discussion, we refer to a particular AES called JESQ [6] for examples. JESQ is a data-
driven rule-based system that mimics the actions of computer operators who manage operating system 
queue space in a large computer complex. The system takes several protective and corrective act¡ons 
when queue space begins to diminish, and these may be described in terms of three general goals: (1) 
protect remaining queue space (e.9. manipulate processors to prevent the additionaldeposit of data on 
the queue), (2) free queue space (e.9. manipulate various devices and operating system parameters to 
purge data from the queue), and (3) diagnose and eliminate the cause(s) of depletion (e.9. reestablish a 
disconnected network link). JESO is one of several expert systems that comprise YES/MVS [3,5], a 
continuous, realtime expert system for managing large computer systems. A detailed description of JESQ 
appears in [6]. 

4. lssues for Active Expert Systems 

This section details some of the design considerations which are (1) general issues for AES's and (2) 
highlight the differences between AES's and consultative expert systems. Although we will present the 
nine particular considerations as independent items, each is derived from one or more of the following 
general characterisics of AES's: (a) AES's are inherently dynamic; (b) AES's otten contain incomplete 
models of the systems they are attempting to control; and (c) AES's perform act¡ons which take time to 
have an effect. 



4.1. Malntalnlng a Tpely and Conslstent Model of the World 

ln many consultative. expert systems, primitive facts about the world are assurr¡ed lrue until explici¡y
changed. A richer scheme is required for maintaining a rnode¡ of the world in an expert system whicir 
actively solicits frequently changing information lrom its environmer¡t. Primitive assert¡ons may be 
rendered inconsistent with the real world at any time by the actions of (1) environmental agents both 
known and unknown to the AES, and by (2) ine lgS ilsetf. PerioO¡c ven¡r:ation and reaðsertion of 
primitive facts is required in both cases. 

Concerning case (1), the AES cannot generally know of changes effected by other environmental agents
immediately. Assuming that we do not require all agents to notify the AES when an action is taken (i.e., 
values for state variables are not volunteered by al! relevant environmental components), it is necessary 
to query the state of world periodically in order to detect such changes. As for case (2), one might assume 
that the AES could at least reflect the effects of its own act¡ons in its internal model of the world, but 
periodic reassert¡on of facts is nonetheless required here as well. There are three reasons for this: 

1. The action may fail due to the state of some variable that is missing from the AES's internal 
model of the world. 

2. Ïhere may be a significant time lag between the initiation of the action by the AES and the 
effect of that action on the world. 

3. The effects of the action's successful execution cannot be precisely computed in advance, 
sincê state variables may have changed since the time of act¡on init¡atíon.' 

Thus, the AES cannot update its internal model of the envíronment to reflect the anticipated effects of its 
act¡ons until such effects are verified by target system responses. An AES may, however, mark those 
state variables that are expected to change as a result of its own act¡ons as "unreliable". Unreliable state 
variables may be disqualified from consideration in making operational inferences until fresh values for 
them are supplied by subsequent target system responses. 

ln building JESQ, a part of the expert's knowledge that had to be captured was the operato/s estimates 
of the duration over which part¡cular information is reliable. These estimates are used by JESQ to 
determine when to submit additional queries to ascertain the status of the target computer system. ln 
addition, JESQ subm¡ts fresh queries whenever it executes an action that is expected to change the 
status of resources, and existing information that might change as a result of the action are marked 
"unreliable". 

Ngt_e that approximating a timely model of the world is more difficult for a human operator than for an 
AES. Human limitations render it difficult to keep track of all relevant state variables and to submit queries 
with the AES's frequency. Similarly, the mechanics of issuing the queries and processíng the responses 
is npre burdensome for human operators. 

4.2. Retrylng Unsuccessful Actlons 

ln JESQ, as in many AES's, we cannot always predict the result of an action with certainty. Some control 
actions will fail when the system believes they should work. There are two underlying reasons for this. 
First, an AES must model an environment which is far too complex to represenlt in its entirety or in 
complete detail. For example, in the JESQ domain, some commands issued to devices may not 
successfully reach their deslínation, but the mechanisms responsible for this behavior are omitted from 
JESQ's model of the world. Sec¡nd, AES applications often involve controlling an environment in which 
other agents are active. ln JESQ's domain, for example, a user may submit a large job for printing only to 
delete it a short time later. 

Since the etfects of actions are uncertain, an AES must be designed to reflect the assumption that an 
unsuccessful attempt to perform an action may succeed on the next Îry. This is the strategy used in 
JESQ, which assumes that some act¡ons which fail under a given set of conditions may later succeed 



under the "same" cond¡t¡ons (as recorded in its ¡ntemal model of the environment), since the set of 
conditions considered is incomplete. 

This is a common human strategy as well. ln many domains, it is a standard heuristic to make repeated 
attempts to apply some operation if it does not woft at l¡rst. Knowing which operat¡ons are worth 
repeating is, of course, part ol the expert's knowledge. 

4.3. Knowledge About Temporal Requlrements For Executlon 

The designers of consultative expert sy$ems generally need not be overly concerned about the 
timeframe in which the system's advice is formulated. Of course, every system incorporates some 
assumptions of this nature (e.9. consultative systems are restricted to employing mechanisms which 
execute within the temporal limits of a user's pat¡ence), but they are not central implementation 
considerations. ln contrast, the design of an expert system that deduces and performs actions in realtime 
must incorporate approximate knowledge about both its own processing speed and the speed of agents 
in its environment. Temporalestimates of concem in designing JESQ, for example, included: 

o the approximate time required for self-initiated actions to take effect in the real world (e.g. 
how long it may take to bring a new printer on-line). 

. the approximate time required for human operators and olher agents in the environment to 
complete tasks requiring manual intervention (e.9. how long might it take the operator to 
physically mount a tape). 

o the aPProximate time required for querying the state of the target resource and other 
resources in the environment which impact it (e.9. how long ¡t takes to submit queries 
regarding the print queue and to receive responses). 

ln most AES environments, these speeds cannot be precisely predicted. 

4.4. Schedullng the Creatlon of Primltlve Assert¡ons Over Time 

Most consultative expert systems need not represent the notion of internally scheduled processing over 
specific temporal intervals. While these systems dynamically schedule the execution of satisfied rules, 
such scheduling is usually not performed in the context of an explicit representation of time. ln contrast, 
an AES must schedule its own future events in terms of relative temporal intervals. In JESQ, for example,
periodic queries are triggered by the timed creation of primitive assertions (e.g. "it's time for anoiher 
queue space query").As another example, JESQ warns users that their datasets may be removed in 10 
minutes in the absence of explicit actíon on their part, and specifies the creation of ã primitive assertion 
that those 10 minutes have passed so that it can remove such datasets. 

4.5. Antic¡pailng Probtems 

"Timeless" systems can employ backward chaining to determine preconditions for goal-oriented actions 
or conclusions, instantiating subgoals to satisfy preconditions when the principal goals are generated. ln 
contrast, the domains of AES's generally require that preconditions for goal-oriented actions be satisfied 
in advance of principal goal generation, because setup actions may consume too much time to allow for 
the achievement of the principal goal. ln JESQ's domain, for example, if a printer must be loaded with 
special forms to print large jobs at a time when the space remaining on the queue is extremely low (say, 
3%), queue space may be exhausted by the time the forms have been loaded. lnstead, JESQ would reset 
the forms at, say 107o, in anticipation of the critical condition, possibly before such specialform output has 
even been generated on the queue. Thus, setup actions are performed by JESQ before the target 
resource reaches a critical level, even though the associated goals may never be generated. 

l 



4.6. Monltorlng Expert System Support Faclililes 

Consultative expert systems need not rsason about or account for the disappearance of the user. Since
such syslens do r¡ot explicitty reason about their own sxecut'ron time or the'timeliness of tne¡rlãás, iüãi 
mqy w-ait Indetinitely'for input from the user without consequence. ln contrast, an AES mus nþnitói not
only the resources in its target envionrnent (the appl¡cation), but also its own support facilities. For
example, the system nust monitor the status of the larget system interface and repöit its lailure io tnã 
operator. ln the absence of this capability, the human operator would be unaware, for example, lhat
routine rnnitoring of queue space was not being successfully performed by JESQ. 

4.7. Actlons That Do Nothtng 

A reattime expert system must have a notíon of "doing nothing" or idting, since there will be times when it 
:¡TPjy has nothing to do but wait until it is appropriate to reexãmine the state of the target resource. ldling
in this context is defined to be an action that changes noth¡ng in the real environmeñt or ¡n the intemaj 
Jnod.el of the target system (except for recording the passage of time). This action must be intemrptabte
by the receipl of data from the target system (e.g. a reéponse to a query about an environmental 
resource) and by an internally scheduled event (e.9. query thé target resouice in five minutes). 

4.8. Garbage Collect¡on 

The issue of garbage collection can be ignored in consultative systems which do not generate enough
ga1ba.ge in a single session to exceed reasonable space allocatións. (ln this context, tñe rcrm garUaie
includes tokens whích qre no longer needed by the expert system (d.g. goats that have atreaãy Oeãn 
satisfied) and excludes low level ent¡ties (e.9. pointers) that áre createã ãnd maintained by uncíerlying
interpreters which are transparent to the expèrt system). ln contrast, space requirements are infinite for 
any AES that does not do garbage collection and generates at least ohe token on a periodic basis. For 
example, the following tokens must be deleted in JESQ: 

o primitive assertions that have expired due to age; 

o primitive assertions that are assumed unreliable following the execution of expert system 
act¡ons; 

. goafs pertain¡ng to actions that have already been performed by another resource in the 
environment; 

. goals perta¡n¡ng to actions that have already been performed by the expert system itself ; and 
o conflicting primitive assertions collected over ditferent temporal intervals. 

Unlike systems which collect garbage as a function of remaining space or accessibility, JESq must delete
tokens on the basis of their semantics, since ¡t is the presence/ãbsence of tokens wn¡'äh trigger inferences 
in the system 

4.9. Accommodatlng Predetermlned lnputs and Outputs 

Cons.ullative expert systems receive. input from and submit outpuf (advice) to a human being. With a
cognitive component partícipating in the formutation of input and the interpreiation ot output, theihoice of 
semantics and grain size for both inputs and outputs is a relatively flexible one. That ¡s, tne consultative 
framework provides the knowledge engineer with the flexibility to dístribute the required domain reasoning
between the user and the expert system as appropriate. 

ln contrast, AES's are performers. They are active agents lhat receive ¡nputs from environmenral 
resources and.directly manipulate them. This limits the semantics and grain siie of expert system input
and output to the those dictated by the resources in the environment. lñ general, inputð and'outputs äre 
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more deta¡led and precise in JESQ's domain than those lypical of consultat¡ve systems. They are low-
level data (i.e- operating system responses and commanðb¡ ratner than high-level opinions.'ftrus, inedesign of AES's requires building reasoning strategies around the intedaões of exìsting iyste;s,- iñ 
contrast to consullative expert systems. 

5. Conclusions 

The construct¡on of $S'q encompasses requirements not normally addressed in building consultative
exped systems. We have identified several such requirements ,-n_tl,¡s paper, along with tne-strategieã-foi
meeting them as implemented in JESQ. More experience with AES's w¡ti unoouoióoty uncoveiàãäitidái 
desígn issues, and it is hoped that their treatment in the spirit of this paper will lead tó a methodotogy tor
building them. 
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